
INSTRUCTIONS Transformer Trunk

Includes:
Plastic Trunk
Table Base
Aluminum Legs
Table Top

1
Remove straps, open trunk 
and remove parts. Turn 
trunk bottom upside down. 
Push legs into holes located 
on the trunk bottom.

Place trunk top above legs. 
Align legs with holes in 
trunk top. Push trunk top 
down to firmly anchor on 
legs.

Place graphic material 
upside down starting at 
the trunk top. Slide graphic 
downwards.
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4
Rotate entire stand 180O so 
that graphic is now right 
side up. Pull graphic up and 
over trunk bottom.

Place table top lid on top of 
stand and press down.
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1
Remove spring wall from carry 
case.

Pull hardware so hardware 
latticing expands. Hardware 
can be expanded vertically 
or horizontally depending on 
convenience and/or use.

Interlock central, front-side and 
back-side hooks followed by 
hooks on top then bottom. This 
may require assistance. For greater 
leverage, lay the frame flat on the 
floor to interlock hooks.
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4
Line up fastener on banner to 
hardware and affix banner to 
hardware. Banner should be 
taut when completely affixed 
to hardware.

IMPORTANT: When taking 
kit down make sure to verify 
that ALL hooks have been 
disconnected from each other.

Note: Although it is possible 
to leave the banner connected 
to hardware upon taking kit 
down, it is not advised as 
damage to the hardware and 
banner could result should the 
banner become caught in the 
latticing.

INSTRUCTIONS Spring Wall - Medium

Includes:
Frame
Banner
Black Canvas Carrying Bag



INSTRUCTIONS X-Banner

Includes:
Body Piece
Arms (x2)

1
Using your banner with grommets, 
attach each of the four corners to 
the X-Banner hooks, starting with 
the top first.
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4
In order to properly display your 
banner on the X-Banner body 
piece, raise the telescoping pole 
until taut.

Place the X-Banner body piece upright 
by extending the feet outward. Adjust 
the height of the telescoping pole on 
the X-Banner body piece by flipping the 
switch to the center position. Having the 
switch turned to the left or right position 
will lock the height of the telescoping pole.

Take the two arms with hooks and 
attach them to the center piece at 
the top of the telescoping pole on 
the X-Banner body piece.



INSTRUCTIONS Mini X-Banner

1
Stand the frame upright 
by extending the feet 
outward.

Using your graphic with 
openings, attach each of 
the four corners to the 
hooks on the X-Banner 
frame.

Ensure that the X-Banner 
frame is fully extended 
and taut in order to 
properly display your 
graphic.
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Includes:
Graphic
Mini X-Banner Frame
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